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Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

1 The root chloro in the word chlorophyll 
means __________.  Circle the answer.

3 Illuminate and luminous have a root which 
means _________.  Circle the answer.

8 The root _______ means 
break as in refract, 
fraction, fracture.

10  Someone who is multilingual speaks  
 only one language.

4 The root sim in similar and simile means 
_________. 

9 The captain of the Naval platoon had to 
navigate the shallow channel.   

 The root nav means ________.

2 In which of these words does the root 
ped mean child?  Circle it.

7 The root cura means care.  

 A __________ might take care of art work.

6 The root ignis means fire.  

 A rock formed by fire would be ________.

Root Words ELA 
F

5 The root fer appears in the word 
coniferous.  This word means 
_________.

fra

true false

colorful igneous

sparkle

frac

grow stratified

light

chlorine sediment

limber

refrac

green metamorphic

yellow

a.  steer

a.  artist

a.  cone shaped

a.  like

b.  ship

b.  curator

b.  bearing cones

b.  little

c.  sea

c.  painter

c.  full of seeds

c.  compare

pedal millipede

pediatricpedestrian
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